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Outline:Outline:  Why do we need a new model?Why do we need a new model?
 Modified dynamics? Modified matter?Modified dynamics? Modified matter?

 Friedmann universe with tachyons, Friedmann universe with tachyons, 
a dark energy candidate a dark energy candidate 

Dynamics (negative parameter)Dynamics (negative parameter)
 Dynamics (positive parameter)Dynamics (positive parameter)

 SingularitiesSingularities
 Let the supernovae select: The past evolutionLet the supernovae select: The past evolution

 Future evolution: de Sitter or Big Brake? Future evolution: de Sitter or Big Brake? 
How, where and when?How, where and when?



••
 
Type Ia supernovae: Type Ia supernovae: standard(izablestandard(izable) candles.) candles.

Calibration methods from timeCalibration methods from time--dependence of emitted dependence of emitted 
luminosity and spectrumluminosity and spectrum

1.1.
 
MultiMulti--ColorColor

 
Light Curve analysis (shape of the light Light Curve analysis (shape of the light 

curve and  spectral distribution of the emission converted curve and  spectral distribution of the emission converted 
into the reference system of the host galaxy). into the reference system of the host galaxy). 

2.2.
 
For distant supernovae: time dilation and KFor distant supernovae: time dilation and K--correctioncorrection

••
 
luminosity distance = f (redshift , cosmological model)luminosity distance = f (redshift , cosmological model)

Why do we need a new model?



•• Standard cosmological model Standard cosmological model 

without cosmological constantwithout cosmological constant

What does not fit?



•• LCDM LCDM 

•• and many other models and many other models ……

(1,3 brane(1,3 brane--world models, 2=LCDM; world models, 2=LCDM; 

•• 4=CDM does not fit!4=CDM does not fit!

What does fit?

4



•• EinsteinEinstein--equation:equation:

•• modified with dark matter, dark energy terms:modified with dark matter, dark energy terms:

•• modified gravitational dynamicsmodified gravitational dynamics

Different routes to reconcile with observations



•• Friedmann universeFriedmann universe

•• Tachyonic Tachyonic LagrangianLagrangian
 

((SenSen))

•• Metric variationMetric variation
 

Tachyonic field variationTachyonic field variation

energyenergy

density:density:

pressure:pressure:

Tachyonic cosmological model



•• Minimally coupled scalar fieldMinimally coupled scalar field

•• equivalent with the tachyonic field equivalent with the tachyonic field iffiff

•• comparison in terms of the Hubble parameter:comparison in terms of the Hubble parameter:

How does it relate to a minimally coupled  scalar field?

Tachyonic field more restrictive!!!Tachyonic field more restrictive!!!



•• Potential:Potential:

(mixture of a cosmological constant and a perfect fluid)(mixture of a cosmological constant and a perfect fluid)

•• Tachyonic dynamics:Tachyonic dynamics:
 

Gravitational dynamics:Gravitational dynamics:

+ continuity + continuity eqeq..

A toy tachyonic model with unexpected features



Dynamics for -1<k≤0

•• Potential:Potential:
– de Sitter node

•• Phase space:Phase space:

--1<k1<k≤≤--1/31/3
 

--1/3<k1/3<k≤≤00

deceleration

acceleration

deceleration



•• Potential:Potential:
 

Phase space:Phase space:

Dynamics for 0<k<1



•• curvature scalarcurvature scalar

singular at 1.              singular at 1.              , , except when V(T)=0except when V(T)=0

dustdust--like behaviour                ,like behaviour                ,

and 2.and 2.
 

∞∞
•• V(T) singular atV(T) singular at

,,

perfect perfect barotropicbarotropic
 

fluid withfluid with

Singularities for 0<k<1



•• R is not singular R is not singular  must continue the evolutionmust continue the evolution

•• present epoch present epoch transitiontransition
 

tachyonictachyonic
ss22<1<1

 
ss22=1=1

 
ss22>1>1

p<0p<0
 

p=0p=0
 

p>0p>0

•• in the tachyonic regime:in the tachyonic regime:
V(T)=i W(T), V(T)=i W(T), (1(1--ss22))1/21/2=i (s=i (s22--1)1)1/21/2

•• but the energy density and pressure stay real!but the energy density and pressure stay real!

Through the corners



•• Big Bang for IIIBig Bang for III
 

Big BrakeBig Brake

•• Big BangBig Bang

for I and IVfor I and IV

•• Big BangBig Bang

for II for II 

•• Big Bang Big Bang 

for V for V 

Type I-V evolutions for 0<k<1



••
 

Type I:Type I:
 
tachyonic Big Bang tachyonic Big Bang  tachyonic evolution tachyonic evolution  tachyonic tachyonic 
crossing crossing  accelerated expansion accelerated expansion  de Sitter (infinite de Sitter (infinite 
exponential expansion)exponential expansion)

••
 

Type II: Type II: ss22=1 Big Bang =1 Big Bang  tachyonic evolution tachyonic evolution  tachyonic tachyonic 
crossing crossing  accelerated expansion accelerated expansion  de Sitter de Sitter 

••
 

Type III:Type III:
 

ss22=1 Big Bang =1 Big Bang  accelerated expansion accelerated expansion  tachyonic tachyonic 
crossing crossing  Big BrakeBig Brake

••
 

Type IV:Type IV:
 

tachyonic Big Bang tachyonic Big Bang  tachyonic evolution tachyonic evolution  tachyonic tachyonic 
crossing crossing  accelerated expansion accelerated expansion  tachyonic crossing tachyonic crossing 
 Big BrakeBig Brake

•• Type V: Type V: ss22=1 Big Bang =1 Big Bang  Big BrakeBig Brake

Type I-V evolutions for 0<k<1



•• 11σσ
 

and 2and 2σσ
contours in the contours in the 

phase space  phase space  

for various k:for various k:

Past evolution: Let the supernovae decide …



Future evolution from the 1σ
 

contours

negative k:negative k:
 

positive k:positive k:
de Sitterde Sitter

Big Brake (w=0)Big Brake (w=0)



Big Brake: How?

As the brake pedal is pressed, the piston in the As the brake pedal is pressed, the piston in the 
master cylinder sends master cylinder sends pressurepressure (via the brake (via the brake 
lines) to the wheel cylinders within the lines) to the wheel cylinders within the calipercaliper 
and the drum brake. The padand the drum brake. The pad--toto--disc and shoedisc and shoe-- 
toto--drum friction drum friction stopsstops the vehicle the vehicle 

www.caradvice.com.auwww.caradvice.com.au

•• scale factor regular (finite)scale factor regular (finite)
•• Hubble parameter and energy density Hubble parameter and energy density 

 

00

•• acceleration acceleration  -- ∞∞
•• velocity of tachyonic field svelocity of tachyonic field s ±±

 
∞∞

•• pressure pressure 

 

∞∞

••

 
Kinematical analysis (Barrow 2003) predicted such singularitiesKinematical analysis (Barrow 2003) predicted such singularities, named , named sudden sudden 

future singularitiesfuture singularities
••

 
From a combined kinematical and observational viewpoint, Big BraFrom a combined kinematical and observational viewpoint, Big Brake could be even ke could be even 

earlier (earlier (DabrowskiDabrowski, , DenkiewitzDenkiewitz, Hendry 2007), Hendry 2007)
••

 
Quantum study of the Big Brake showed singularity avoidance (Quantum study of the Big Brake showed singularity avoidance (KamenshchikKamenshchik, , 

Kiefer, Kiefer, SandhoeferSandhoefer

 
2007)2007)

•• The Big Brake singularity is The Big Brake singularity is stablestable

 
(Barrow 2009, private communication)(Barrow 2009, private communication)

BUTBUT: the speed of sound becomes imaginary and its module diverges : the speed of sound becomes imaginary and its module diverges 
 need to reconcile this more carefully with the stability argumeneed to reconcile this more carefully with the stability argumentnt

http://www.caradvice.com.au/


Big Brake: Where?

Everywhere !!!Everywhere !!!

(homogeneous, isotropic model)(homogeneous, isotropic model)



Big Brake: When?



Be patient and wait to see Be patient and wait to see ……

Future tasks

……
 

whether the Big Brake happenswhether the Big Brake happens

 What happens with the observers at the What happens with the observers at the 
tachyonic crossing?tachyonic crossing?

 ……
 

and at the Big Brake?and at the Big Brake?

 A meticulous stability analysisA meticulous stability analysis
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